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THESIS ABSTRACT 

 

Dan Qin 

 

Master of Science 

 

September 2022 

 

Title: The Visual Preference, Aesthetic Judgement, and Mood Response to Human-Centric 

Lighting in Open Office  

 

 Architecture lighting is a significant visual stimulus that impacts the occupants' moods 

and aesthetic experiences within the office environment. Lighting uniformity, luminance 

distribution, and direct/indirect lighting have been discussed in other studies. Still, the combined 

effects of lighting parameters on human mood and visual aesthetic experience are unclear. This 

research took an exploratory mixed-method approach to explore how human-centered lighting 

design affects occupants' moods, visual aesthetic judgment, and visual preferences in open 

office spaces. Six spatial lighting patterns of open office workstations were analyzed using 

image content analysis of selected film scenes. Then six rendered images were presented to 60 

participants via an online survey to determine their preferences, interests, and aesthetic 

judgments. The result indicates that the overall low average luminance environment, equipped 

with work view region lighting, which also has a higher luminance ratio, is visually preferred(LS-

3). With the higher overall average luminance environment, people preferred the overall uniform 

luminance without desk area lighting with a low luminance value (LS-4). 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION  

 

“A feeling for light and lighting starts with visual imagination, 

just as a painter's talent does” 

Richard Kelly 

  

Architectural Lighting is an interior design element that impacts occupant mood and 

aesthetic Judgement of a space. Over 90% of office employees spend most of their time indoors 

(Klepeis et al., 2001) and 17% of them consider lighting to be one of the most important aspects 

of indoor comfort (Ducker, 1999). The most recent studies on human-centric lighting design 

focus on the impacts of light on both visual and non-visual sensory experiences. Visual 

experiences include performance and comfort while non-visual experiences include circadian 

rhythms, sleep quality, and mental health (K. Houser et al., 2020; K. W. Houser & Esposito, 

2021). John Flynn’s seminal study (Flynn et al., 1973) found four visual experience dimensions 

that are significant in the occupants’ impressions of the lighting environment. They include 

visual preference, visual aesthetic judgment, perceived spaciousness, and perceived clarity. 

Essentially, the visual aesthetic experience depends on the dimension of visual aesthetic 

judgment and visual preference, which also impacts mood response (Flynn et al., 1979; Flynn, 

1988; J. A. Veitch, 2001). 

The current Illumination Engineering Society (IES) and the US Green Building Council’s 

(USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED™) standards for buildings 

require specific lighting performance criteria related to glare management and light levels, which 

are essential for visual performance and energy-efficient design(LEED, 2019; IES, 2020). 

Previous studies have demonstrated substantial non-visual effects of lighting qualities on 

occupants’ cognitive faculties, visual perceptions, and visual comfort (Durak et al., 2007; 

Hawkes et al., 1979; Houser & Esposito, 2021; Loe et al., 1994; Stokkermans et al., 2018). ). 

Several recent studies have revealed positive effects of indoor lighting-related aesthetic 

experience, daylight availability, daylight fractal patterns, lighting spatial patterns, and lighting 

brightness distribution on occupancy mood and indoor wellbeing  (Abboushi et al., 2019, p. 

2008; Elzeyadi, 2021; Loe et al., 1994; J. Veitch et al., 2008). However, minimal studies have 
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addressed the visual impacts of indoor lighting on mood, spatial perception, and visual aesthetic 

experience in office environments. Moreover, further research must examine the relationship 

between indoor lighting and occupants’ moods, mental wellbeing, and lighting-related visual 

aesthetic experiences. 

1.1 Research Problem 

Previous studies concerning lighting design have generally underlined the importance of 

the appropriate range of light level illuminance, glare prevention, and color rendering index 

(CRI) in the work environment. Most studies have emphasized the combined effects of light 

levels, correlated color temperature (CCT), and CRI on human mood; others have focused on 

the impact of light attributes on visual comfort, visual performance, perception, and cognitive 

performance. Only several studies have discussed the lighting aesthetic quality that is pivotal to 

indoor environment quality (IEQ) standards, such as visual preferences, aesthetic judgments, 

and lighting view quality (Abboushi et al., 2019; Elzeyadi, 2002a, 2021; J. A. Veitch, 2001). 

These factors warrant further attention because in indoor working spaces, occupants’ 

moods are closely related to their visual aesthetic experiences; occupants’ moods are frequently 

assessed based on their subjective impressions, aesthetic judgments, and visual preferences in 

relation to indoor lighted scenes (Flynn et al., 1979; Veitch 2001). However, occupants’ visual 

aesthetic experiences of lighting environments are not merely influenced by light levels, 

brightness, CCT, and lighting distribution; rather, they are also influenced by the synthesized 

effects of all lighting parameters in the field of vision (Durak et al., 2007; Hawkes et al., 1979; K. 

W. Houser & Esposito, 2021; Loe et al., 1994; M. Stokkermans et al., 2018). Though some 

studies have discussed the lighting uniformity, luminance distribution, and direct/indirect lighting 

in terms of lighting visual quality, it still remains unclear in terms of lighting visual aesthetic 

quality (Chraibi et al., 2017; K. W. Houser & Esposito, 2021; Loe et al., 1994; G. Newsham et 

al., 2004). Furthermore, examining each of the lighting parameters and their combined impact 

on human emotions is exceptionally challenging. 

Scenes in feature films that depict office environments offer convenient reference 

materials. Film lighting primarily focuses on the audience’s visual aesthetic experience and its 

impacts on human mood (Bordwell, 1989; Bordwell & Thompson, 2016; Shimamura, 2014). Film 

lighting design successfully conveys mood to spectators by manipulating the lighting attributes. 

These attributes include softness (soft or hard), altitude, direction (front, side, back), focus, 

texture (depth and patterns), movement, intensity, and contrast (shade). Therefore, to 

understand how lighting impacts occupants’ moods in the work environment, this study film 
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office scenes as the inspiration materials for generating lighting assessment visual materials to 

investigate human moods, visual preferences, and aesthetic judgments in real office 

environments.  

1.4 Research Scope and Objective 

The architectural setting of this research is a contemporary office working environment, 

specifically an open-office workstation (figure 1.1). It exclusively investigates visual perceptions 

of lighting environments, specifically in terms of visual preferences, visual aesthetic judgements, 

and moods. Subsequently, this research explores the parameter of lighting spatial patterns.  

The research objectives (figure 1.2) are as follows: First, examine six different lighting 

spatial patterns from selected film scenes featuring office spaces. Second, simulate those 

lighting spatial patterns as interior rendered images (visual stimuli) that each correspond to 

Flynn’s theory and feature different lighting patterns and brightness distributions (Flynn et al., 

1973). Lastly, investigate the impact of the six lighting spatial patterns on occupants’ visual 

preferences, aesthetic judgments, and mood responses. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1:  

Research Scope Diagram 
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Figure 1.2:  

Research Objective Diagram 

 

1.3 Research Question 

This research investigates how human-centered lighting design can affect occupants’ 

moods, visual aesthetic judgments, and visual preferences regarding office space lighting. 

Specifically, this study aims to answer the following questions:  

1. What spatial lighting patterns are employed in film scenes depicting office spaces that 

can be applied to contemporary office spaces?  

2. What are occupants’ preferred lighting patterns based on environments simulated from 

film scenes? 

3. How do lighting brightness patterns impact occupants’ moods, visual preferences, and 

aesthetic judgments?  

1.4 Research Significance 

This study will provide insights regarding the relationship between occupants’ moods 

and an illuminated environment by further testing and developing Flynn’s research framework 

concerning subjective impressions of lit environments. This study aims to incorporate the 

contemporary office interior design context. Meanwhile, the study introduces film scenes as 

sources of lighting design inspiration for the first time in architectural research to explore 

human-centric lighting design and the potential of lighting modes. The discovery of lighting 

modes that evoke positive moods among office workers may be relevant to lighting design 

practitioners, architects, and interior architects.   
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CHAPTER II  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review summarizes previous studies that relate to the influence of lighting 

on human visual preferences, aesthetic judgments, and moods. Section 2.1 delineates the 

background of human-centered lighting to provide context to the research questions concerning 

human psychology, physiology, and neurology. Lighting stimuli concern human-centric lighting 

designs and their impacts on human psychology, physiology, and neurology in previous studies; 

this section also discusses the dearth of research concerning indoor well-being in relation to 

lighting. Section 2.2 reviews the literature regarding psychological approaches to indoor lighting 

and the neglect of visual aesthetic judgments and visual preferences. Section 2.3 summarizes 

various lighting variables discussed in previous studies and presents the few studies 

investigating lighting spatial patterns' impacts on indoor occupants’ moods, visual perceptions, 

and aesthetic judgments; those studies are summarized in Section 2.4. Lastly, Section 2.5 

introduces previous studies regarding film lighting and elucidates the film lighting parameters 

that influence spectators’ moods. 

2.1 Human-Centered Lighting Design 

Scientists and lighting designers have studied light and its influence on humans for 

decades to attempt to optimize indoor lighting (Flynn et al., 1979; Knez & Enmarker, 1998; 

Kuller & Wetterberg, 1993; McCloughan et al., 1999; J. A. Veitch, 1998). Recent literature has 

provided integral epistemological insights into human-centered lighting design (Figure 2) to help 

practitioners, designers, and industries with their lighting (K. W. Houser & Esposito, 2021). 

Houser summarized four types of light stimuli, namely light level, light spectrum, light temporal 

patterns, and light spatial patterns, which influence humans psychologically, physiologically, and 

socially through visual and non-visual pathways.  

In terms of human physiological lighting responses, non-visual pathways include 

circadian and neuroendocrine responses (Hebert, 2009). Non-visual stimuli light spectral power 

distribution (SPD) refers to the radiant power emitted by the light source in each wavelength 

within the visible electromagnetic spectrum range. The range of 360 – 1000 nm light spectral 

power influences the circadian efficiency and circadian action factor, which exceeds the visible 

light spectral power range of 380 – 700 nm (Bellia et al., 2011). The subsequent study found 

that lighting intensity and lighting exposure timing exert non-visual impacts on human circadian, 
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acute, and long-term effects, thereby stimulating photobiological cells (Lucas et al., 2014; 

Souman et al., 2018). Beyond non-visual pathways, psychological responses to illuminated 

environments include visual perceptions, subjective impressions, and moods (Boyce, 2010; 

Flynn & Spencer, 1977; Hawkes et al., 1979; Kuller & Wetterberg, 1993).  

Figure 2.1: 

Human-Centered Lighting Epistemological Diagram 

 

2.2 The Psychological Approach to the Lighting Environment 

The psychological approach to lighting is significant to office workers’ wellbeing; vast 

studies have found that visual comfort, lighting perception, visual interest, and mood are 

aspects of lighting quality that influence workers’ wellbeing (Flynn et al., 1979; Kuller & 

Wetterberg, 1993; Steidle & Werth, 2014; J. A. Veitch, 2001). A fundamental component of the 

psychological approach to lighting research involves evaluating visual perceptions and 

emotional responses to lighting (Elzeyadi, 2002; J. Veitch et al., 2008; J. A. Veitch, 2001). 

A Canadian research team led by Veitch further reviewed the previous study and 

proposed the psychological mechanism model (figure 2.2) ), which posits that occupants’ moods 

are influenced by lighting based on perceived control, attention, environmental appraisal, and 
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affect, or aesthetic experience (J. A. Veitch, 2007). Additionally, Flynn’s theory of aesthetic 

judgment (figure 2.4) and visual preference is also crucial to evaluating aesthetic experiences. 

Furthermore, a recent study confirmed that the psychological approach to lighting design(figure 

2.3) can be classified into two categories: the image-forming pathway and the non-image-

forming pathway (de Kort & Veitch, 2014). Specifically, the image-forming pathway 

encompasses visual performance, visual experience, and visual comfort. Research in the past 

five decades has provided important information concerning the effects of lighting on visual 

performance and visual comfort. 

Figure 2.2 

Linked Psychological Mechanism Proposed by Veitch et al. (Veitch et al.,2014) 
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Figure 2.3 

Diagram Of Pathway to Light Relevant To Psychological Functioning (de Kort & Veitch.,2014) 

 

Figure 2.4 

Diagram Of a Summary Of Psychological Process Of Aesthetic Judgment Path From A Serious 

Study Led By Veitch’s Research Team (Veitch et al, 2001; Veitch et al,2007)  
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The study over the past five decades provided important information on the lighting of 

visual performance and visual comfort. The current issue is to advance the knowledge of the 

lighting impacts through visual experience. 

2.1.1 Lighting and Mood 

The psychological methods used to assess moods and affective states have varied 

between studies (figure 2.5); In earlier research conducted by Kuller, emotional responses to 

lighting environments were evaluated via a neuropsychological method of arousal/activation 

theory and a self-report PAD model using three dimensions, namely pleasure, arousal, and 

dominance, to represent emotions (Küller et al., 2006; Mehrabian & Russell, 1974). One 

common emotional state evaluation model is the Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS) 

model, which is a common evaluation model used in lighting-related environmental appraisals in 

previous studies (Figueiro & Rea, 2016; Knez, 1995; Knez & Enmarker, 1998; J. A. Veitch, 

1998; Watson & Tellegen, 19860101). One study adapted the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) to 

measure subjects’ alertness, mood, and well-being in a classroom setting (Borisuit et al., 2014). 

In this study, moods were evaluated using a scale of alertness in relation to the lighting 

environment. The Profile of Mood States (POM) has also been used to evaluate four work 

lighting techniques by assessing intense/anxiety, depression, anger/hostility, vigor/activity, 

fatigue, and confusion (Hawes et al 2012). McCloughan indirectly evaluated emotional 

responses by assessing subjective impressions of the lighted environment with a semiotic 

differential (SD) and MAACL-R scale (McCloughan et al., 1999). 

However, research has found that the effects of indoor lighting on mood are 

sophisticated, and previous studies have used different psychological assessment models to 

evaluate similar parameters, thereby yielding different results. For instance, earlier research 

conducted by Boray confirmed CCT’s influence on participants' moods, but Kuller’s research 

found no significant differences based on CCT levels, which contradicts Boray’s results (1989). 

Overall, the methods used to evaluate moods in illuminated environments are crucial for the 

current lighting study.  
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Figure 2.5 

The Mood Appraisal Models Used In Previous Studies. 

 

2.2.2 Lighting Aesthetic Quality of Office Space 

Regarding lighting aesthetics in indoor lighting environments, another aspect that has 

been neglected is the visual aesthetic experience of indoor lighting environments. Most 

research has either investigated visual comfort and discomfort or focused exclusively on light 

level, CCT, and light distribution. IES has established standards for office lighting that 

encompass a certain range of luminance and CCT. In an actual office space, lighting design is 

not based upon one parameter; rather, it combines multiple parameters.  

Meanwhile, the field of view in the office space is typically crucial for office workers, as the 

working desk is where the office worker is looking at (Elzeyadi, 2011). The cubicle office space 

is one of the working spaces that requires high-quality lighting. Illuminating Engineering Society 

of North America (IESNA) has emphasized that the VDT office workstation lighting environment 

is more important than the luminance in the field of view, which is a more crucial lighting quality 

than desktop illumination (IESNA, 1993, as cited in G. R. Newsham & Veitch, 2001). In past 

decades, limited research has focused on the lighting aesthetic experience within the cubicle 

workspace (K. Houser et al., 2020; J. A. Veitch & Newsham, 2000).  

A series of studies conducted by Veitch and Newshan found that participants preferred 

unified office ambience light and the average luminance lighting background; however, VDT is 

lower than recommended in cubicle workstation lighting (2000). Their later research found that 

partition vertical lighting is preferred (2002). More recent research has found a correlation 

between indoor lighting brightness patterns and workers’ visual preferences in their cubicle 

workstations (Elzeyadi, 2011). Another study corroborated the importance of natural fractal 

patterns projected on office spaces to enhance occupants' moods (Abboushi et al., 2019). The 
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reviewed study addressed the importance of indoor lighting and the aesthetic experience of 

indoor lighting in office spaces. However, the study that focused on work lighting and aesthetic 

quality represents a rare investigation of workstation visual aesthetic experience.  

2.3.  Lighting Parameters Influence Mood, Visual Preference, Aesthetic Judgment 

The parameters that influence occupants’ mood, visual preference, and aesthetic judgment are 

summarized in figure 2. 

Figure 2.6 

A Diagram Of What Lighting Parameters Influence Occupants' Indoor Wellbeing 

 

 

2.3.1Light Level and CCT 

Correlated color temperature (CCT), light level, light distribution, spectral power distribution 

(SPD), color rendering index (CRI), glare, and light spatial patterns all influence human 

emotions (Durak et al., 2007; Galasiu & Veitch, 2006). 

A vast study on the visual preference of indoor lighting is the preference of the 

luminance level (Boyce et al., 2006). Early studies concerning light levels and CCT's combined 

influences on human moods were paradoxical. Boray, Gifford, and Rosenblood found that 

participants' moods and spatial perceptions did not significantly change under 3000K, 4150K, 

and 5000K CCT lighting conditions (Boray et al., 1989 However, Kuller found that participants’ 

responses to 1700lux lighting were more negative and that they perceived the fluorescent light 
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as "warm white" under 3000K and perceived it as "cool white" under 5500K  (Kuller & 

Wetterberg, 1993). Kenz later found that men and women have different mood responses to 

"warm white" light and "cool white" light (Knez, 1995) and that light has two stages of influence 

on mood: initial and long-term (McCloughan et al, 1999). The American researchers found that 

the preferred CCT is between 4000K and 5000K for the working environment (Manav & Yener, 

1999). Manav subsequently found that participants perceive 2000 lx light as conferring more 

comfort, spaciousness, brightness, and saturation compared to the 500 lx light condition 

(Manav, 2007). Smolders and Kort assessed participants' subjective experiences and 

physiological arousal under 6000 K and 2700 K light and found that under the "cooler" light 

(2700 K), people performed better and reported more alertness and vitality (Smolders & de Kort, 

2017). 

A more recent study found that the preferred lighting CCT for a relaxing environment is 

4404K and 6236K for a working environment (Wang et al., 2017). Yang and Jeon found that 

participants perceive 4000K LED light most favorably in the classroom, and there is no 

significant difference in perceptual satisfaction and acceptance between 3000 and 5700K light 

(Yang & Jeon, 2020).  

2.3.2 Spectral Power Distribution (SPD) 

The lighting spectral power distribution (SPD) represents the following facets of light 

color: chromaticity, light color index (CRI), hue, and chroma shifts (K. W. Houser, 2020; K. W. 

Houser & Esposito, 2021; Smolders & de Kort, 2017). The color rendering index (CRI) is the 

most common indicator of how well the color appears on the object under illumination. Color 

rendering is generally influenced by the illuminant spectrum, and the range of the CRI is 

between 0 and 100; the value of 100 indicates that the light resource includes the full 

spectrum. In summary, previous studies regarding CCT and light levels were substantial, 

providing a solid standard for workplace lighting. However, the relationship between light levels 

and CCT and human visual aesthetic judgments and visual preferences remains ambiguous. 

2.3.3Light Spatial Patterns 

Light spatial patterns refer to spatial distributions of light within three-dimensional 

spaces; they are one of the stimuli that influences the lit environment's effects on human mood 

(K. W. Houser & Esposito, 2021; Kruisselbrink et al., 2018). Here, light spatial patterns refer to 

the lighting modes that do not include the light level, light-correlated color temperature, and light 
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spectral distribution. Four characteristics were found to be crucial for the lighting modes and the 

psychological influences on human health (figure 2.7). Studies have revealed that specific 

characteristics of light spatial patterns, such as lighting direction, luminaire types, daylighting 

geometry patterns, luminance distribution in the horizontal plane and vertical plane, and 

uniformity, influence participants’ visual perceptions and moods (Loe et al., 1994; Shin et al., 

2015; J. A. Veitch, 1998). 

Figure 2.7 

Attributes Of Lighting Spatial Patterns 

 

Note, Light sources encompass both daylighting and electrical lighting. Lighting direction refers 

to how the light is projected into space; light spatial arrangement refers to how the light source 

has been arranged in the indoor space and were the window opening is located; lighting 

distribution refers to the light’s project patterns (IESNA). 

Previous research concerning lighting’s aesthetic qualities demonstrated that the lighting 

mode influences subjective impressions (Flynn, 1979). Flynn identified six lighting configurations 

(figure 2.8) corresponding to the following four modes: 

1. overhead/ peripheral mode 

2. uniformed/ non-uniformed mode 

3. right/ dim mode 

4. visual warm/ visual cool mode 
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Figure 2.8 

Diagram of the Lighting Mode in Flynn’s Study 

  

Many studies have investigated the influence of the lighting mode or lighting quality on 

occupants. Loe examined the brightness distribution and concluded that subjects’ preferred 

average luminance should be over 30 cd/m 2 within a horizontal 40-degree band. In this study, 

Loe also analyzed visual interest as a factor of the lighting quality, in which there is a linear 

relationship between visual interest and the “maximum to minimum luminance of horizontal 

band width 40° for all installations”(Loe et al., 1994). Ooyen investigated the influence of surface 

luminance on subjects’ perceptions and preferences and concluded with recommendations for 

the following: a ratio of luminance for task (Lt), work-plane (Lwp), wall illuminance (Lw) = 

10:4:3 (van Ooyen et al., 1987). Houser et al. found that horizontal illuminance directly from a 

linear pendant light was preferred by participants (2002).  

Another study confirmed the photometric measurement of the proportion of direct and 

indirect influences on the lighting environment but did not find evidence for the different 

proportions of direct and indirect influence on subjects' affect and impressions (Fostervold & 

Nersveen, 2008). Evidence suggests that the direction of the light impacts the atmosphere of 

the work environment by rendering the space differently (Hansen et al., 2020). De found that the 

increased wall luminance level increased subjects’ perceptions of visual attractiveness in a 

mock office room (de Vries et al., 2018). Later, Subsequently, Viries et al. confirmed that the 
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larger portion of indirect lighting can increase the ceiling lighting luminance’s uniformity and the 

open-office’s brightness, as well as the attractiveness of a mock-up office room (2021).  

Overall, existing research has recognized the critical role of lighting spatial patterns. 

Factors such as lighting uniformity, lighting direction, and brightness distribution found that 

influence subjects' indoor well-being have been explored. However, the research gap the 

lighting spatial patterns are huge that rarely to concluded as lighting quality metrics.  

2.4 Film Lighting and Architectural Lighting 

2.4.1 Film Mood Aesthetic Experience 

The film lighting can influence the spectator’s mood and emotion as one of the primary 

stimuli (Anderson et al., 2005; Bordwell & Thompson, 2016; Eisenstein et al., 1947; Plantinga, 

2012). The study found the spectator’s mood response to the film through aesthetic experience 

with two-level features: the low-level aesthetic features, such as luminance, color, shot duration, 

temporal structure, visual activity (attention), and the high-level aesthetic feature, including 

narrative attributes (Shimamura, 2014). Tarvainen found the parameters of low-level features 

can be quantitative studies and found the low-aesthetic feature brightness able to rate the mood 

of film without any other information of the scene, genre, or the narrative (Tarvainen et al., 

2015). 

2.4.1 Film Lighting Parameters 

The previous theoretical study and industrial application suggest the film lighting's 

primary mood factors are: hard and soft light, altitude (height), direction (from the front, side, 

back), focus (confined or wide), texture (Break up patterns), movement, intensity/contrast 

(compositional effects of shadow) (Brown, 2019; Shimamura, 2014). Tarvainen, Westman, and 

Oittinen found that brightness is associated with the Tense Arousal (TA) psychological model in 

which dark scenes evoke a tense mood, and the bright and slow clip evokes a calm mood 

(Tarvainen et al., 2015). Polish film lighting style psychological influences on the viewer include 

the low-key light-evoked lightheartedness, emotion, and the high-key lighting of felt suspense 

(Poland, n.d.). Though some of the studies quantitatively examined the brightness and three 

lighting styles' impacts on spectators' mood, the empirical study on the light spatial patterns is 

very limited. 

2.5 Conceptual Model 
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Figure 5 illustrates the conceptual model of the relationship between the lighting 

variables that influence office occupants’ moods and film lighting variables; both architectural 

lighting variables and film lighting variables affect human moods in terms of aesthetic 

experience. 

Figure 2.9 

Research Conceptual Framework 
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CHAPTER III  

METHOD DESIGN 

This study employs a mixed-methods approach involving two phases (figure 3.1). In 

phase 1, an image content analysis is conducted to generate the study’s stimuli, and in phase 2, 

a survey questionnaire access participants’ preferences, aesthetic judgement and mood 

responses to the generated stimuli.  

Figure 3.1 

Method Design Process Diagram 
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Specifically, in phase 1, a picture content analysis and visual attention analysis are 

performed on six different lighting spatial patterns from selected film scenes featuring office 

spaces. The six lighting spatial patterns are further simulated to create six interior rendered 

images (stimuli) that each correspond to Flynn’s theory and feature different lighting patterns 

and brightness distributions (Flynn et al., 1973). In phase 2, a survey design employing an 

online questionnaire is distributed to participants (18 and older) to assess their moods and 

aesthetic judgments of the stimuli designed in phase 1. The objective of the survey is to 

investigate the impact of the six lighting spatial patterns on occupants’ visual preferences, 

aesthetic judgments, and mood responses. 

3.1.0 Phase 1: Film Lighting Scenes Content Analysis and Lighting Spatial Patterns  

As noted in the literature review (2.4.1), film lighting can influence the spectators’ moods 

and emotions, as one of the primary stimuli that share the same psychology mechanisms with 

architectural lighting design: aesthetic experience (Boardwell, 1991; Grodal, 2005; Bordwell and 

Tompson, 2017, Plantinga, 2012, Veitch 2001). The lighting designs used in film scenes are 

mood-oriented designs. To investigate what spatial patterns of offices employed in film scenes 

can be applied to contemporary office spaces, phase one uses a qualitative method to conduct 

a content analysis with two parts; the first part involves the office film scene selection, and the 

second part is the film scene image analysis.  

3.1.1 Office Films Selection  

The research selected featured office lighting scenes as the lighting design inspiration. A 

total of 21 film scenes were selected (Table 3.1). Since the film scenes are not in HDRI image 

format files, a content descriptive analysis and 3M™ Visual Attention Software (VAS) were 

employed for the jpeg film scene image files.  
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Table 3.1 

Film list of selected film scenes 

 

3.1.2 Content Analysis 

The VAS refers to biometric technology that simulates human brain-eye interactions and 

predicts subconscious gazing behavior. The VAS was utilized in the built environment for the 

architectural images and the building facades’ design (Lavdas, Salingaros and Sussman, 

2021;  Salingarosand and Sussman, 2020). Five visual factors were yielded by VAS: 1) area of 

interest, 2) heatmap, 3) hotspots, 4) gaze sequence, and 5) visual features (including image 

intensity, red/green color contrast, blue/yellow color contrast, and faces). In this research, we 

only obtained the analysis results regarding visual features for the six most representative film 

scenes (table 3.4).  

3.1.3 Lighting Spatial Patterns  

Results from the content analysis are summarized in table 3.2 and in Table 3.3. The 

evaluation of the 21 film scenes corresponded six lighting spatial patterns (LSP) that were 

https://sciprofiles.com/profile/552248
https://sciprofiles.com/profile/1139486
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discussed in Flynn’s research; the six lighting spatial patterns correspond to the current working 

environment of a contemporary context. 

Table 3.2: 

The 3M VAS Image Analysis Results Of Edge, Intensity, And Contrast For Six Film Scenes. 
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Table 3.3 

Film Scene Image Analysis Result Summary. From the Top to Bottom, the Film Scene 

Represented Six Lighting Spatial Pattern 1 (LS-1) to Lighting Spatial Patterns Six (LS_6) 
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Table 3.4 

Six Lighting Spatial Patterns That Were Inspired by 22 Selected Featured Office Scenes From 

Film and TV Shows and Categorized Into Six Lighting Modes 

 

3.2.0 Phase II, The Relationship Between Visual Preferences, Aesthetic Judgements, and 

Human Moods and Lighting Spatial Patterns 

Phase two of this study addressed the following questions: 1) What are the occupants’ 

preferred lighting patterns based on environments simulated from film scenes? and 2) how do 

lighting brightness patterns impact occupants’ moods, visual preferences, and aesthetic 

judgments?  
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3.2.1 Participants 

To perform statistical analysis and minimize the noise in the data set, 27 participants did 

not finish the survey, and their responses were eliminated later in the data analysis. Of those 27 

people, two people exited the survey questionnaire as they disagreed with the consent form. 

Participants were recruited via research distribution emails sent through the architecture 

department newsletter and the professional network’s list serve (e.g., the Society of Building 

Science Educators). A total of 60 participants (31 females, 22 males, one participant who was 

non-binary, and one who declined to indicate their gender) who are currently living and studying 

in the U.S. The demographic information is summarized in three pie charts (figure 3.2). The first 

chart shows that 16.7% of participants are 18-24 years old, 38.3% of participants are 25-34 

Figure 3.2 

Sample Characteristic Diagram with Pie Chart. 
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years old, only 10% of participants are 35-44 years old, 11.7% of participants are 45-54 years 

old, only two participants are 55-64 years old, and 21.7% of participants are older than 65. 

Regarding the education level,16.7% of participants had completed some college, 28.3% of 

participants held a bachelor's degree, 33.3% held a master's degree, 13.3% of participants held 

a doctoral degree, and one participant declined to answer. This study was approved by the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of Oregon for graduate researchers. Each 

participant signed a consent form that confirmed their willingness to participate in this 

experiment.  

3.2.2 Research Setting 

Based on the content analysis, the author designed a cubicle workstation in an open 

office without any window openings so that participants only focus on the indoor lighting. The 

office space was modeled in the Autodesk 3ds-Max and further simulated the image with the V-

ray 5 plugin for 3ds-Max. The virtual lighting environment image was proved to be valid to 

assess visual perceptions of the lighting environment (Murdoch et al., 2015; M. G. M. 

Stokkermans et al., 2015). To mimic a real office working environment, five workstations were 

modeled within the view. Each workstation accounted for human comfort and privacy, using a 

height of 52 inches (figure 3.3). In previous studies, most of the experimental office settings 

resembled laboratory spaces, which does not reflect real indoor office designs. To correspond 

to the contemporary work office environment, this research designed a workstation that more 

closely aligns with current office designs. In addition, to minimize the visual influence of the 

interior design, all of the lighting spatial patterns were applied to this same interior setting(table 

3.6). 
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Figure3.3 

Plan of Open Office with Luminaire Arrangement 
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Figure3.4 

Enlarged plan drawing and section drawing of workstation open office  

with material location and description 
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Table 3.4  

V-Ray Luminary Configuration Sheets   

 

 

Table 3.5 

V-Ray Materials Setting Up Detail 
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Table 3.6  

Lighting Setting Up in Each Lighting Spatial Patterns Rendering Image. 

 

3.2.2 Survey Design 
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The online survey design employed an online questionnaire that utilized the UO Qualtrics 

survey instrument. To optimize the visual stimuli’s influence on the participants, the 

questionnaire required participants to use a personal computer, desktop, or large-screen tablet 

to answer the survey questionnaire. In addition, to minimize noise in the data, the survey 

required all participants to adjust the screen brightness to over 40% and to keep the screen 

brightness consistent during the survey. A diagram showing the process of survey design is in 

figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.5 

Survey Design Process 

 

3.2.2 Experimental Procedure 

Specifically, each of the survey parts are as follows: 

1) A qualitative Q-sort methodology was employed in this part to assess the visual 

preferences for the six lighting spatial patterns. In this question, six images were presented on 

the screen at the same time to allow the participants to sort the images into three categories: 

Most Preferred, Neutral, and Least Preferred. To optimize the stimuli quality, participants were 

able to familiarize themselves with the larger images by clicking on each image. 

2) A Two-Alternative Timed Forced Choice Response (FCR) was employed. This 

method was successfully used to assess visual interest in sunlight patterns in previous studies 

(Abbushi, 2019). 

In this research, participants were asked to select one image that they felt was visually 

interesting. The six lighting environments generated a total of 15 pairs. Each pair presented two 

different images side-by-side; participants needed to choose their preferred image in 18 

seconds. In this section, the sequences of each pair presented to the participants are 
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randomized so that the experimental results will not be influenced by the sequences of each 

pair (figure 3.6). 

Figure 3.5  

The Left Is the Logical of 15 Pairs Two Alternative Forced Choice Generated From Six Lighting 

Rendering Images. The Right Shows a Diagram of the Sequence of 15 Pairs of Randomized 

Logic 

 

3) The third section in the survey was designed with a five-point semantic differential 

scale to assess six types of lighting environments with the following pairs of adjectives: relaxed-

tense, pleasant- unpleasant, spacious-cramped, unsatisfying-satisfied, uniform-non-uniform, 

and complex- simple (John Flynn, 1973). In this study, three pairs of adjectives were used to 

evaluate visual perceptions of the lighting environment: spacious-cramped, uniform-non-

uniform, and complex-simple. The mood (aesthetic judgement) was indicated by the following 

factors: pleasant-unpleasant, satisfying-unsatisfying, and relaxed-tense. Participants were 

guided by instruction text (Appendix C). 

To maximize the effects of the visual stimuli, each image fit 80% of the participant's 

screen. During a pretext survey design, the smaller image was not as clear as the larger one. In 

a previous study, researchers found that the people who did not finish the survey frequently 

used a small screen for the survey (Rockcastle, 2016). 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULT 

The following sections describe the results of this research: First part shows the analysis 

result delineate the photometric measurement results and lighting brightness pattern features. 

Second part shows the data analysis identified the significant effects of visual perception on 

subjects' visual aesthetic judgments. The third part shows the analyzed result of the visual 

preferred environment relationship between visual perceptions and moods.  

4.1.0 Photometric Measures and Independent Variables 

Based on the content analysis, six film scene images were produced, representing six 

spatial lighting patterns (LS). A photometric analysis was conducted on the six light scenes to 

characterize each spatial lighting pattern. The six lighting scenes used Photosphere software to 

analyze the High Dynamic Range Images that were produced in the rendering process. 

Luminance data and false-color images that resulted from this analysis (figure 4.1) are 

summarized in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3. Meanwhile, a histogram diagram summarized six 

lighting scenes luminance means value in figure 4.4. 

Figure 4.1:  

False-Color Images of The Lighting Scenes
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For each lighting scene, this research has measured three view region luminance 

values. Loe et al. found that luminance levels over 30 cd/m² are preferred in the field of view 

within a 40-degree wide horizontal band (1994). Based on Loe's findings, this research has 

defined three important regions to investigate (Figure 4.2): 1) the lighting in the view of the 

ceiling and wall, defined as the background lighting environment; 2) the lighting in the view of 

the vertical partition panel and desk surface, defined as the "work view region," which was a 

significant factor in a previous study regarding visual preferences and moods among office 

workers(G. R. Newsham & Veitch, 2001; J. A. Veitch & Newsham, 2000). In addition, the 

investigation of VDT task lighting research regarding subjects' preferences related to the 

direction of vertical illumination versus desk surface lighting ratio did not indicate the same ratio 

as in this research. This research only interprets the work view area's average luminance as 

one of the factors that may influence subjects' visual preferences, visual aesthetic judgments, 

and moods. According to the defined view region, the study defined one of each lighting pattern 

ratio work area view luminance ratio. Two ways to define the ratio are applied below.  

1. Ratio 1(R0): the average luminance value work view region over the ceiling and wall 

view region  

2. Ratio 2 (R): the average luminance value work view region over the ceiling and whole 

view region 

By comparing R0 and R(table 4.3), the results suggest that the value changes in each 

lighting environment of R0 and R are nearly parallel; therefore, this research will only consider 

the R as a factor for later discussion and as one of the features of lighting brightness patterns.  

Table 4.1 

The Photometric Measurement of Luminance Results   

 

Note. R0 indicates the ratio of average work view region luminance to whole image 
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Figure 4.2:  

The Defined View Region of The Workstation Lighting Scene  

 

Figure 4.3: 

R0 and R Value Mark and Line Diagram Shows on the Left, the Right Is the Bar and Line 

Diagram Shows the Changes of Luminance. Shows the Trend of the R0 and R in Each Lighting 

Scene view average luminance, R indicates the ratio of work area average luminance over wall 

and ceiling view average luminance. 
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Figure 4.4: 

Luminance Histogram Figure 

 

Resulting from the content analysis and the photometric measurement, the six lighting 

environment brightness patterns can be summarized as follows (figure 4.5): A total of two 

groups of lighting brightness patterns emerged; the first group featured lower average 

luminance, and the second group had higher average luminance.  

For the low setting, LS-1 is defined as the default brightness pattern only downlight, with 

the work area desk surface being illuminated. The LS-2 lighting appearance has the lighting 

distributed on a vertical surface, and the brightness is highlighted by a peripheral linear shape. 

The LS-3 ceiling area was highlighted, and the pendant luminaire shape appeared. Additionally, 

the work area was illuminated.  
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Figure 4.5:  

Lighting Scenes Brightness Pattern Features 

 

The high-setting group features added diffused pendant lighting for all three lighting 

scenes, and the pendant light appeared in the field of view. In this group, LS-4 lighting patterns 

appeared to be more evenly distributed on vertical surfaces in the view. Comparing LS-4 with 

LS-5, LS-5's work area lighting was turned on, and the brightness was more intense when 

compared with the far back wall. The LS-6 featured its unevenly distributed curve shape lighting 

brightness on the back wall. 
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4.2 Visual preference & Visual Interest 

Subjects’ responses to visual preferences were analyzed with non-parametric statistics, 

including a Friedman Test (when the subjects’ responses are not normally distributed with the 

Shaprio-Wilk test). The data set has been re-coded so that the range of evaluation is from 1 to 

6; 1 represents the most preferred; 2 represents secondary preference; 3 means moderately 

preferred; 4 represents the second most moderately preferred; 5 represents the second least 

preferred; and 6 means the least preferred. The overall ranking result from the test reveals that 

the LA-3 is the most preferred (mean= 2.55, sd=1.71); the second most preferred lighting scene 

is LS-4 (means= 2.9, SD= 1.47). Subjects preferred LS-1 the least (means= 4.55, SD= 1.58). An 

overall ranking is summarized in table 4.2 and table 4.3. 

Table 4.2: 

Mean And Standard Deviation Of The Total Dependent Variables Per Lighting Spatial Patterns.  

 

Table 4.3: 

Friedman Test Means Ranking Result  

 

Note, The overall ranking order 1 present most preferred, 6 indicate leas preferred  
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Figure 4.6: 

The Plot-Box Diagrams Show the Visual Preferences Related to the Lighting 

 

Note, The means ranks as preference level are represented as 1-6 that indicate most preferred 

to least preferred. * indicate p<0.05 , ** indicate p<0.01.  

Table 4.4 

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Results Regarding Subjects’ Visual Preference Responses to Six 

Lighting Scenes. 

 

Note. Highlighted bold values indicate the significance and p < 0.05 represented by *, p< 0.01 

represented by ** 

A statistically significant difference in perceived preference emerged depending on the 

type of lighting scene, χ²(5)  =49.37,  p < 0.01. A series of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests as 

pairwise tests were performed afterwards to determine whether specific pairs of lighting scenes 
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were significantly different. A total of 15 pairs of lighting scenes were performed with Wilcoxon 

signed-rank tests; the result of each pair is summarized in table 4.4 and a plot-box table 

diagram in Figure 4.6. 

The significant difference observed from the lighting environment with desk area focus 

task lighting LS-3 (Mean=2.55, SD=1,71 ) is the most preferred working environment when 

compared to LS-1  (z= -5.45, p <0.01) , LS-2  (z= -2.17, p<0.05), LS-5 (z= -4.24, p <0.01), and 

LS-6 (z= –3.56, p<0.01).  

Regarding the LS-4 with higher luminance and wall horizontally illuminated plus diffuse 

pendant lighting is significant more preferred when compared to LS-1 (z= -4.16, p <0.01), LS-5 

(z= -3.87, p <0.01) and LS-6 (z= -2.86, p <0.05). However, the comparison between LS-3 and 

LS -4 shows no significant difference from the result. There is no indication of a significant 

difference between LS-2 (Mean= 3.13 , SD= 1.71 ) and LS-4 (Mean= 2.9, SD= 1.47). The result 

shows a significant difference between LS-2 (Mean= 3.13 , SD= 1.71 ) and LS-3 (Mean= 2.55 , 

SD= 1.17). The result also indicates that the default lighting environment (LS-1) setting is 

significantly less preferred (Mean= 4.55, SD=1.578 ) when compared with LS-2, LS-3 (z= -

5.447, p<0.01), and LS-4 (z= -4.159, p<0.01). 

4.3 Visual Interest of the six lighting scenes 

The visual interest in the lighting spatial patterns was measured with FRC methods 

based on the previous study regarding accessing visual interest in daylighting patterns (Abushis 

et al., 2019). Therefore, subjects’ visual interest in different lighting scenes in this research 

followed the same way that re-coded the data into the percentage of lighting conditions chosen 

for the chances the lighting condition appeared. Since the data are not normally distributed so 

that were not able to conduct the T-test, the re-coded data used a non-parametric Friedman 

signed-ranking test (table 4.5) to determine the significant effects of the visual interest 

responses. The results reveal that subjects' visual interest in different lighting scenes was 

statistically significantly different, χ²(5) = 48.20, p < .001. Meanwhile, the mean values and the 

participants' distributions of visual interest in lighting scenes are shown in Figure 4.7.  
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Table 4.5 

 

Figure 4.7:  

Boxplot Diagram Shows the Mean Of The Distribution Of Participants' Visual Interest To Each 

Lighting Scene.  

  

To know exactly which pair of lighting scenes’ visual interests were significantly different, 

a Wilcoxon signed-ranking test was conducted for 15 pairs of lighting scenes. A summary of the 

test results is presented in Table 4.7. In general, the visually more interested lighting scenes LS 

- 2 ( means= .58, SD= . 31 ), LS-3 ( means= .56, SD= . 27 ), LS-4( means= .55, SD= .28. 31 ), 

and LS6 ( means= .64, SD= . 28 ). The results detected significant differences for pairs with LS-

1 and LS- 2. Specifically, for the lower brightness lighting scenes that only had downlight (LS-1), 

the results indicate significantly less visual interest compared to the rest of the lighting scenes: 

LS-1 to LS-2 (z= -5.51, p < 0.01), LS-1 to LS-3 (z= -4.69, p < 0.01), LS - 1 to LS - 4 (z = - 4.01, 

p < 0.01), LS-1 to LS-5 (z= -2.15, p<0.05), and LS- 1 to LS -6 (z= -4.94, p<0.01). Similar to LS- 

1, the higher brightness lighting scene with all types of lighting turn on (LS-5) is significantly less 
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visual interest from all other lighting scene types: LS-5 to LS-2 (z= -2.03, p<0.05), LS-5 to LS-3 

(z=-2.56, p<0.05), LS-5 to LS-4 (z=--4.01, p<0.05), and LS- 5 to LS -6 (z= -3.90, p<0.01). There 

is no significant difference between LS-2, LS-3, and LS-4. 

Table 4.6: 

Mean And Standard Deviation (SD) Of The Subject's Response Of Visual Interest Per Lighting 

Spatial Patterns.  

 

Table 4.7: 

Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Results of Subjects’ Visual Interest Responses To Six Lighting 

Scenes. 

 

Note. Highlighted bold values indicate the significance and p < 0.05 represented by *, p< 0.01 

represented by ** 

4.4 Visual Perception and Aesthetic Judgment 

The visual perception (represented by spacious/cramped, uniform/non-uniform, and 

complex/simple) and mood (represented by relaxed/ intense, pleasant/unpleasant, and 
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satisfied/unsatisfied) were analyzed using Friedman’s two-way analysis, which is a non-

parametric test and an alternative version for non-normally distributed data T-tests. Subjects’ 

perceptions of spaciousness, uniformity, and complexity in six lighting environments were 

significantly different: spacious/cramped χ²(5) = 12.99, p < 0.05, uniform/non-uniform χ²(5) = 

20.15, p<0.05, and complex/simple χ²(5) = 60.04, p < 0.01. The following pairwise comparisons 

with Bonferroni corrections were performed, and statistical significance was accepted at a p-

level of < .0003 for both visual perceptions and mood responses. A summary of the resulting 

layout in table 4.8, table 4.9 and figure 4.8.  

Table 4.8: 

Pairwise Comparisons Adjusting Significance Bonferroni Correction For Six Lighting Scenes’ 

Mood Responses Of Complex/Simple. 

 

Note. The significance is highlighted with bold value. p < 0.05 represented by * and p< 0.01 

represented by ** 
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Table 4.9 

Mean And Standard Deviation (SD) Of the Subject's Response Of Visual Perception and Mood 

Per Lighting Spatial Patterns.  

 

In the visual perception of spaciousness, most subjects perceived all types of lighting scenes 

spacious, which is no significant difference observed from the pairwise comparison. There is a 

sign that people perceive LS-3 (means= 2.28, SD= .92), LS-4 (means=2.23, SD= 1.12), and LS-

5 (means= 2.62, SD= 1.17) more visually uniformed. The LS -1, LS-2, and LS- 4 are more in 

between.  

Regarding visual perception complexity of different lighting scenes, result only reveals subjects’ 

perception of complex/simple for LS-6 to LS-1 (p < 0.001), LS-6 to LS-2 (p < 0.003), LS-6 to LS-

3 (p < 0.001), LS-5 to LS-1 (p < 0.001), LS-4 to LS-1 (p < 0.003), as well as LS-4 to LS-3 (p < 

0.003). 
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Figure 4.8: 

Pox-Box Shows Visual Perception and Mood Access Result and Its Reponses Distributed. 

 

Note, the semantical differential ranges from 1 - 5. Such as relaxed/ intense rating, and the 

numbers represented by 1- very relaxed, 2 - somewhat relaxed, 3 neither relaxed nor intense, 4 

somewhat intense, 5 - very intense.  

The results also indicate that subjects’ mood responses to six lighting scenes were 

significantly different for the mood of relax/intense χ² (4) = 42.21, p < 0.01, pleasant/unpleasant 

χ² (5) = 105.24, p < 0.01, and satisfied/unsatisfied χ²(4) = 12.99, p < 0.05. Regarding the 

subjects’ mood responses to six lighting environments, the pairwise comparisons are 

summarized in table 4.10. 
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Figure 4.9:  

Stack Bar Chart Shows Visual Perception and Mood Appraisal For Each Lighting Scenes And 

Where The Responses Are Distributed.  

 

Subjects felt that LS-5 (means= 3.97, SD =1.26 had a more intense lighting 

environment, but no significant difference emerged when compared with LS-4 (means= .3.47, 

SD= 1.24), which people rated as neither intense nor relaxed. Regarding participants’ 

responded to lighting scenes in terms of pleasant/unpleasant, LS-5 (means= 3.4, SD= 1.27) 

significantly unpleasant work lighting environments. The test found that people felt that LS-2 

(means= 2.03, SD= .99) , and LS-3 (means= 2.38, SD= 1.03 )  are more pleasant. However, no 

significant differences were detected among them. The subjects’ responses to LS-1 

(means=2.34, SD= 1.16) were more ambiguous than the population distributed between 

pleasant and unpleasant. LS- 3 was rated as significantly more pleasant when compared with 

LS-4(means=2.9, SD=1.23).  

Subjects felt more satisfied with LS-2 (means= 2.18, SD= .95), LS-3 (means= 2.6, SD= 

1.01), and LS-6 (means= 2.45, SD= 1.05). For LS 5, they were significantly less satisfied 

compared to LS -5 (p < 0.001) and LS-3 (p < 0.003).  
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Table 4.10, 

Pairwise Comparisons Adjusting Significance Bonferroni Correction for Six Lighting Scenes’ 

Mood Responses 

 

 

 

Note. The significance is highlighted with bold value. p < 0.05 represented by * and p< 0.01 

represented by ** 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION  

In contemporary work environments, mental well-being is deeply tied to the visual 

environment. The psychological approach to lighting emphasizes the importance of visual 

preferences within psychological mechanisms (J. A. Veitch, 2001). The overall results of this 

exploratory study revealed two lighting spatial patterns (LS-3 and LS-4) that were significantly 

preferred among the six lighting patterns developed from selected film scenes. In addition, 

subjects' mood appraisal for the LS-3 spatial patterns indicated shows a trend that the 

participants felt more relaxed, pleasant, and satisfied. In addition, subjects' mood appraisal for 

the LS-3 spatial patterns indicated shows a trend that the participants felt more relaxed, 

pleasant, and satisfied. The analysis of visual interest in relation to office indoor lighting did not 

reveal a robust statistical trend for specific lighting spatial patterns, but the least visual interest 

seams were associated with the monotonous default low illuminance setting. In addition, 

subjects' responses to the visual perception of visual spaciousness, visual complexity, and 

visual uniformity do not show statistical differences among the six lighting scenes. Among the 

six spatial lighting patterns, only subjects' visual complexity indicates a strong trend that LS-1 

was perceived as simpler than others, and LS-6 was perceived as more complex than other 

lighting spatial patterns. The following sections discuss the results in detail.  

 

5.1.0 DISCUSSION 

5.1.1 Visual Preference  

The result shows statistic evidence that subjects most preferred LS-3 and LS-4. This 

result indicates the subjects' visual preference for the spatial lighting patterns features for an 

overall higher average luminance setting LS-4 (Lavg= 77.5 cd/m²) with diffuse pendant lighting 

that provided an adequate amount of light in the field of view without work view area lighting on. 

Meanwhile, the result indicates that subjects preferred to work in the lighting environment with a 

higher overall average luminance setting LS-3 (Lavg=51 cd/m²), with the lighting more evenly 

distributed on the wall surface. 

Regarding LS-4, which belongs to the higher overall luminance group, also the group 

has a higher ceiling and wall average luminance level; In this group, comparing LS-4 and the 

other two lighting spatial patterns, LS-4's work view region average luminance is the lowest. A 
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former study found that subjects preferred lower brightness levels of the desk when the wall 

brightness was higher (Chraibi et al., 2017). This result seems in line with Chrraibi et al. 

research but needs robust statistical evidence by adding more lighting modes that manipulated 

only one attribute for a workstation office setting. 

The photometric measurement result shows that the two most preferred lighting brightness 

patterns that work view area over wall & ceiling ratio (R) are largely different. LS-4 has an (R= 

2.03) highest average luminance ratio (R= 2.03), but LS-3 (R= 0.67) has the lowest ratio among 

those six lighting spatial patterns. This difference between the two most preferred lighting spatial 

patterns indicates that the lighting luminance ratio value may not be the only factor influencing 

occupants’ visual preference. Regarding the lighting mode, the LS-3 is emphasized the work 

view region lighting, which has a relatively darker background; the LS-4 has a linear wall wash 

background. Synthesizable considering the R values, the overall average luminance, and the 

lighting shape appear in the file of view, the result of visual preference is possibly not influenced 

by any single factor of them.  

In addition, a difference was observed that the two least visual preferred lighting scenes' 

work view region average luminance is largely different from each other which LS-1(Lavg=42.9 

cd/m²) is the lowest one among the six lighting spatial patterns and the LS-5 has the highest 

average luminance (Lavg=126 cd/m²) among the six lighting spatial patterns. In a previous study, 

Van Ooyen et al. found that preferred working plane luminance for non-VDT work ranged from 

45- 105 cd/m², and preferred the range of wall luminance was 30-60 cd/m², in which the two 

least preferred work view region average luminance value is indeed not within the preferred 

luminance range as Van Ooyen concluded (1987). However, the visual preferred wall average 

luminance values are not in line with Van Ooyen et al. research. A possible reason might due 

that subjects may consider the workstation lighting environment in an open office the lighting 

within the view towards the desk region is more important than the wall luminance while Van 

Ooyen et al research set in a two-personal work office where the wall is much nearer to the view 

of view. 

Overall, the statistical result had fulfilled one of this research aims that the lighting 

inspired by film scenes be possible to provide human-centered lighting design. Indeed, this 

study's limitation is that the film scene selection and analysis is lacking in statistical evidence as 

it uses a qualitative method. However, it is worth further investigation with a quantitative method 

for film scene selection and analysis before summarizing the lighting spatial patterns. A possible 

way is to utilize a large number of the same office-setting film scenes to evaluate subjects' 

visual preferences, visual interests, and aesthetic judgment.  
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5.1.2 Visual Interest 

The results indicate a strong trend in which participants felt that the most visually 

interesting lighting scene was the high setting with unevenly distributed curve-shaped lighting, 

as in LS-6 (Mean= .64, SD= 0.28). Meanwhile, the result of this type of lighting brightness 

pattern might corresponds to what Abboushi et al.’s research found is most visually interesting 

and relaxing for office workers (2019). The LS-6 brightness pattern might be different from what 

Abbushi defined as the fractal patterns of daylighting; it still possible be worthy of further 

investigation.  

One notable trend is that subjects rated LS-3 and LS-4 are visually preferred and 

visually interesting. Meanwhile, the LS-1 and LS-5 are visually less preferred and visually less 

interesting. Compared with visual interest and visual preference result, some questions were 

raised; 1) is visual interest has a relationship with visual preference? Is visual interest can be a 

possible factor of visual preference that they have a positive correlation? As an exploratory 

study, the finding is worth further investigation. 

Statistically, the subjects are visually interested in LS-3, LS-4, and LS-6, but only LS-6 is 

visually not visually preferred. One possible reason why the LS-6 was visually interesting but 

participants were not preferred in the meantime possibly was that in a workstation work 

environment, subjects possibly preferred a lighting environment to help concentrate on work, not 

considering the far back wall luminance visual interest. Therefore, regarding the subject's visual 

preference and visual interest response to LS-6, one question might be significant to explore: 

whether the office setting may be a possible factor influencing visual preference. A further 

investigation can consider employing the same lighting spatial patterns in different work planes 

(with partition panel and without partition panel) to test the visual preference and visual interest. 

5.1.3 Visual perception and mood 

Regarding the assessment of relaxation/intensity, the result shows a trend that 

participants felt first groups (low average brightness setting) lighting spatial patterns more 

relaxed, which this group featured for a lower average luminance background view area and 

brighter work view area. This might  consistent with Van Ooen's study, which found that dark 

surroundings with brighter desktops make people feel relaxed, however, statistic evidence 

needed (1987). 
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Regarding perceptions of the lighting environment, the statistical results do not indicate a 

significant difference in visual spaciousness and uniformity in the six lighting scenes. This 

because of a lack of reference lighting scenes or a benchmark that the subject's response does 

not show statistically significant differences. Meanwhile, using the 5-point semantic differential 

rating scale in this research might not be the ideal case because the evaluation scale narrowed 

the subjects' response distribution for a semantical differential rating scale. For this reason, it 

was, se that hard to observe thea significant difference in perceptions between the six scenes. 

However, regarding the perception of lighting complexity, it statistically shows that subjects tend 

to perceive the default setting (LS-1) as simpler, and the LS-6 is perceived as more complex 

among the six lighting scenes. An alternative explanation possible is that subjects felt that 

without the luminaires shown in the field of view, the scene might be perceived as simpler. This 

indication might correspond to the study that found wall uniformity influences occupancy desk 

luminance preferences (Chraibi et al., 2017). 

CONCLUSION 

Regarding human-centric lighting design, this research has revealed that two light spatial 

patterns were significantly preferred among the six lighting spatial patterns. The first lighting 

spatial pattern (LS-3) that the overall low average luminance environment, equipped with work 

view region lighting, which also has a higher luminance ratio (R), is visually preferred. In terms 

of the higher overall average luminance environment (LS-4), people preferred the overall 

uniform luminance without desk area lighting with a low luminance value (R). The study also 

indicated that subjects’ aesthetic judgment (mood repones) and the lighting spatial patterns (LS- 

3) within lower overall average illuminance and only equipped with diffused pendant lighting and 

desk area lighting triggered visually felt more pleasant, relaxed, and satisfied.  

5.3 LIMITATION 

The limitations of this research are elucidated through the lens of research objectives, 

method design, and findings. Regarding subjects' visual perception of six lighting spatial 

patterns, one limitation may explain why this study was not able to reach a conclusive finding for 

this part; The survey question designed for accessing subject's visual perception of each 

lighting spatial pattern rendering images has not provided a benchmark lighting scene for 

participants to compare with. In other words, because of participants not being able to refer to a 

base case, subject evaluation of the six lighting scenes directly may lead to no accurate 
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responses. Meanwhile, utilizing online surveys to evaluate the visual perception of the lighting 

environment may differ from physical experiences since the participants' use of personal 

computers to fill out the survey may influence their perceptions responses, which their computer 

screen size, pixel quality, and screen brightness could possibly influence their visual perception 

to the rendering images. 

Film scene analysis: Regarding architectural human-centric lighting and film lighting, 

several limitations exist. First, this study only gathered a limited number of film scenes to 

conduct a qualitative content analysis. To achieve robust research findings, a quantitative 

means to gather an adequate amount of film scenes is necessary. The objective of this study 

was to explore film scene lighting to provide inspiration for lighting design and to further 

evaluate the subjects’ visual preferences, visual aesthetic judgments, and mood. Although this 

exploratory research may be limited for multiple reasons, it is possible to achieve progress in 

this direction.   

Regarding the population and statistical analysis, one crucial limitation of this research is 

that the participants' ages and educational backgrounds were not evenly distributed due to a 

lack of funding. Particularly, the participants who are aged from 18 years old to 24 years old 

occupied (16.7%) might have no experience with office work, which means this group 

population could be very different responses to the office lighting environment. In further 

research, the recruitment can target the office workers who are the major occupants of office 

space. Another limitation of the population is that the sample size was relatively small and that 

subjects’ responses were not evenly distributed. It also leads to a limitation that is not able to 

perform correlation analysis, such as the correlation between visual preference and visual 

interest correlation between visual aesthetic judgment and visual preference. 

The virtual rendering image that found subjects' visual preference and visual interest 

significantly different from other environments possible due to the brightness is largely different 

from the other four lighting scenes. A further improvement could involve designing rendering 

images whose overall luminance is controlled in a certain range or designing a different group 

for different luminance levels. As exploratory research, this research is limited to not adding a 

comparison group to compare the different conditions of diffuse pendant luminary as a factor 

influencing visual preference for direct/ indirect lighting.  

Furthermore, the research highlights a photometric measurement issue that should be 

addressed due to technological limitations. Further improvements should be considered. For 

example, the simulation of the lighting environment may measure the lighting parameters first 

rather than the photometric measurement of the HDR image. As a result, the information 
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gathered from the HDR image may omit some significant factors of lighting brightness patterns, 

such as image contrast uniformity.  

5.4 FUTURE RESEARCH 

The result from the study shows the two most preferred lighting spatial patterns provided 

a possibility for further research, which able to investigate the visual preference of lighting 

environment by manipulating different attributes in the view of files, such as the lighting 

uniformity, lighting contrast, and lighting average luminance ratio of wok-plane to wall ratio. In 

this study, we also defined the working view to background view luminance ratio as very likely to 

be an important metric influencing the visual aesthetic experience for a workstation in an open 

office. To examine how exactly the work view to background view luminance ratio relationship to 

the visual preference, further study can set a constant ratio value to perform a correlation 

analysis.  

Regarding the result of visual interest and visual preference, interesting trends indicate a 

possibility that visual interest may have a relationship with visual preference. In further research, 

the research can perform a correlation analysis between visual interest and visual preference.  

This study shows the possibility that spatial lighting patterns inspired by film scenes might be 

employed in a real office lighting design. In order to have robust evidence of the possibility of 

employing spatial lighting patterns from film scenes, a quantitative method can be employed in 

the future.  

 Lastly, future research can design a comparison study of both film scenes and the 

rendering image that employs spatial lighting patterns, visual preference, visual interest, and 

visual aesthetic judgment. In terms of lighting design in cinematography and architecture 

design, there are many potential avenues to explore. Further investigation of different spatial 

types should be pursued and may not be limited to office lighting scenes. 
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APPENDIX A 

PARTICIPANTS RECRUITING EMAIL AND POSTER 

 

Hi all,  

I am Dan Qin, a Master of Science in Architecture student at the School of Architecture and 

Environment. I am conducting a research study to assess the human visual preference and 

aesthetic judgment of human-centric lighting design. I invite volunteers to participate in a quick 

10–15-minute online survey. In the survey, you will be presented with an architectural scene 

with different lighting conditions and asked to answer questions related to the study. The 

information from your participation will advance my understanding of the relationship between 

occupant mood and indoor lighting in an office environment. For more information, see the 

attached poster.  

Please click the link below to access the survey.  

Link: https://oregon.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8q5nis4pHDDNKtw 

Required:  

• You are 18 years or older 

• Participants should take the survey on a laptop/tablet/PC. (any device with a big 

screen) 

• Your participation is voluntary and anonymous 

  

(Please note: this survey is an online questionnaire. Please make sure your internet on good 

condition.) 

  

If you have any questions, don't hesitate to get in touch with me at dqin@uoregon.edu.  

  

Thank you! 

  

Best Regards, 

  

Dan Qin 

M.S Architecture 2022 

E: dqin@uoregon.edu 

 

https://oregon.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8q5nis4pHDDNKtw
mailto:dqin@uoregon.edu
mailto:dqin@uoregon.edu
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APPENDIX B 

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL 
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APPENDIX C 

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE CONSENT FORM 

 
Q1.1 The Visual Preference, Aesthetic Judgement, and Mood Response to Human-

Centric Lighting in Office Spaces 

  

This graduate researcher at the University of Oregon is conducting a research study to assess 

the human visual preference and aesthetic judgment of human-centric lighting design in office 

spaces. The information gathered from your participation will help architects, interior architects, 

and lighting designers to further understand human-centric lighting design from the occupants’ 

perspective.  

To participate in this experiment, you will be asked to answer questions about interior scenes 

presented to you on your screen. The intent of this study is to examine the occupant’s 

subjective visual preference, perception, and mood under different lighting conditions.  

  

Description of the Study Procedure: 

Your participation is voluntary and should take approximately 20 minutes. This survey supports 

ongoing research at the University of Oregon in the Department of Architecture. No identifiable 

information will be collected through this survey, and your responses will be anonymous. 

  

Risk/Discomforts of Being the Study 

Participants taking part in this study will experience minimal psychological risks, meaning they 

will experience no more physical or psychological discomfort than they do in ordinary life. 

However, due to the repeated presentation of the image, participants may become visually 

fatigued or bored. Participants can stop the survey at any time without any consequence to 

minimize the risk or discomfort. 

  

Confidentiality: 

All participants’ confidentiality will be strictly protected. The collected information will not be 

made available to any facilities, universities, or anyone outside the immediate research team. 

No personally identifying information, such as participant’s name, email address, or any other 

identifiable information, will be collected or used in the study or publications. All participants’ 

responses will be coded and combined with those of other participants and statistically 

analyzed. Only statistical trends and correlation data summary will be reported. 
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Voluntary Participation/Withdrawal: 

Your participation is voluntary and should take approximately 20 minutes. You can terminate 

your participation at any time during the survey process.  

  

Your Responsibility: 

If you take part in this research, you will be responsible for:  

If you decide to participate, please chose “Yes, I….”   

Follow the instructions presented in the surveys and complete the questionnaire in one session. 

Your vision is normal, or you can see the screen normally by wearing corrected lenses  You 

are using a desktop or laptop computer to answer the question with a screen brightness of over 

40% but not glaring.    

You will keep the screen brightness the same during this survey questionnaire.      

 

Contacts and Questions:  

 If you have questions, concerns, or have experienced a research-related injury, contact the 

research team at: 

 Dan Qin 

 541-6068622 

 dqin@uoregon.edu 

 An Institutional Review Board (“IRB”) is overseeing this research. An IRB is a group of people 

who perform independent reviews of research studies to ensure the rights and welfare of 

participants are protected.  UO Research Compliance Services is the office that supports the 

IRB.  If you have questions about your rights or wish to speak with someone other than the 

research team, you may contact: 

  

 Research Compliance Services 

 5237 University of Oregon 

 Eugene, OR 97403-5237 

 (541) 346-2510 
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Q1.2 STATEMENT OF CONSENT 

 I have had the opportunity to read and consider the information in this form. I have asked any 

questions necessary to make a decision about my participation. I understand that I can ask 

additional questions throughout my participation. 

 I understand that by clicking "Yes, I have read the above consent and I agree to participate in 

this study", I volunteer to participate in this research. I meet the criteria to participate in this 

study: I am 18 years or older, currently living in the United States of America, and am not 

diagnosed with color blindness. I understand that I am not waiving any legal rights. I have been 

provided with a copy of this consent form. I understand that if my ability to consent or assent for 

myself changes, either I or my legal representative may be asked to re-consent prior to my 

continued participation in this study. 

o Yes, I have read the above consent and I agree to participate in this study  (2)  

o No, I do not wish to participate this study  (3)  

 

Skip To: End of Survey If Q1.2 = 3 

End of Block: Consent Form 

 

 

Q2.1 This section will assess your visual preference for six different lighting environments in an 

office space. Please drag and drop the corresponding letters (Image A, Image B... etc.) on left 

side according to your ranked preferences, then rank them in order in each box. (Select 

only two images per preference)Click on any of the images below for an enlarged 

view.         

    

2 Most Preferred 2 Moderate Preferred 2 Least Preferred 

______ Image A (1) ______ Image A (1) ______ Image A (1) 

______ Image B (2) ______ Image B (2) ______ Image B (2) 

______ Image C (3) ______ Image C (3) ______ Image C (3) 

______ Image D (4) ______ Image D (4) ______ Image D (4) 
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______ Image E (5) ______ Image E (5) ______ Image E (5) 

______ Image F (6) ______ Image F (6) ______ Image F (6) 

 

 

Q3.1 This section will assess your Visual Interest in 6 types of lighting environments in the 

office space.         

• This task is approximately 3-4 minutes long.   

• This task contains 15 slides with the same question.    

• Each slide has two images presented side-by-side.   

• You need to choose one of them within 18 seconds for each slide.    

 

Please imagine which lighting environment is more visually interesting.  

 

 

Q34.1  This section will assess your Visual Impression of 6 types of lighting environments in 

office space.     

• This task is approximately 1-2 minutes long.   

• This task contains 6 slides with the same question.    

• Each slide has one image presented.   

• Rate each image on the bi-polar scale according to your impression of the lighting 

environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q34.2- Q34.7: How do you feel about the lighting condition in the image? 
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 very somewhat neither somewhat very  

 1 (1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5 (5)  

relaxed o  o  o  o  o  intense 

pleasant o  o  o  o  o  unpleasant 

spacious o  o  o  o  o  cramped 

satisfied o  o  o  o  o  unsatisfying 

uniform o  o  o  o  o  
non-

uniformed 

complex o  o  o  o  o  simple 

 

 

 

Q36.1 What is your gender? 

o Male  (1)  

o Female  (2)  

o Other  (3) ________________________________________________ 

o I prefer not to say  (4)  
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Q36.2 What is your age? 

o 18 - 24 years old  (1)  

o 25 - 34 years old  (2)  

o 35 - 44 years old  (3)  

o 45 - 54 years old  (4)  

o 55- 64 years old  (5)  

o 65 + years old  (6)  

o I prefer not to say  (7)  

 

Q36.3 What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have 

received?  

o Less than high school degree  (1)  

o High school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent including GED)  (2)  

o Some college but no degree  (3)  

o Associate degree in college (2-year)  (4)  

o Bachelor's degree in college (4-year)  (5)  

o Master's degree  (6)  

o Doctoral degree  (7)  

o Professional degree (JD, MD)  (8)  
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o I prefer not to say  (9)  

 

 

Q37.1 Thank you for your participation, the survey is complete. If you have anything to comment 

on, please fill in the box.  If you have any questions, please email to this address:  

dqin@uoregon.edu 

 

________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX D 

VISUAL STIMULI ENLARGED IMAGE 

 

 

LS-1 
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LS-2 
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LS-3 
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LS-4 
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LS-5 
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LS-6 
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